
COLD OPEN

INT. ABBI'S BEDROOM - MORNING

ABBI sits on her bed, filling a FANNY PACK with various 
objects. From above, we see her hands fill the bag with a 
WALLET, some TAMPONS, and her KEYS.

Then, INTERCUT between ABBI and ILANA:

ILANA's hands fill a different fanny pack, much faster. She 
throws in a WALLET, a small VIBRATOR, and a rainbow-striped 
HEADBAND.

ABBI adds colorful GEL PENS, a MINI NOTEPAD, a GRANOLA BAR, 
and DEODORANT to hers.

ILANA adds a pair of UNDERWEAR, DRY SHAMPOO, and a WEED PIPE.

ABBI adds an insignificant nug of WEED, sealed into a dime 
bag, meticulously to the fanny pack.

ILANA adds a much LARGER sandwich bag filled with WEED into 
hers, struggling to fit it in. She zips it up.

ABBI clicks the fanny pack onto her waist. She turns to a 
mirror in her bedroom, checks herself out, then turns around 
and looks at the OPRAH TATTOO on her lower back.

ILANA puts her fanny pack on, facing a mirror in her own 
room. She checks herself out and quickly FLASHES the mirror, 
checking her breasts, and looks satisfied. She heads out.

INT. ABBI'S APARTMENT - CONTINUOUS

ABBI heads to her front door. She opens the door, and in 
front of her is ILANA.

ILANA
Surprise, bitch!

ABBI
Come in. I was wondering where you 
were!

ILANA
Sorry. Jaime's out of town so I had 
to get weed somehow, it was this 
whole Craiglist situation. This 
dealer was really into puppets... 
You don't wanna know. So, are you 
excited for Governor's Ball?!
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ABBI
I am SO excited. You have no idea. 
Do you want to know something?

ILANA
What?

ABBI
I've never been to a music 
festival.

ILANA
You are shitting me, dude! You're 
gonna go insane. Cheese fries, 
silent discos, giant Jenga, all the 
druuuuugs-

BEVERS barges in. He is wearing a FLOWER CROWN, a wool 
knitted KIMONO, and neon pink SPANDEX SHORTS.

ABBI
Bevers, what the fuck are you 
doing?! That's my kimono!!!

BEVERS
Aren't you SO excited to see Chance 
the Rapper? I think he's really 
cute. I'm gonna try and get 
backstage to meet him.

ABBI
Shut up Bevers, you are NOT going 
to be backstage, okay. Anyway, we 
have to go. Come on, Ilana.

BEVERS
I'm about to leave too, let me come 
with you guys!

ABBI & ILANA
NO!

ABBI
Bevers, just stay here and go with 
Melody. She's going a little later.

BEVERS
No, no, I'm coming! Let me just get 
my bag.

BEVERS heads to his bedroom.
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ABBI & ILANA
(whispering)

Screw that. We have to go./He's not 
coming with us.

BEVERS (O.S.)
Coming!

ABBI
(to ILANA)

Get the door.

They rush out and the door shuts behind them.

BEVERS (O.S.)
Abbi, I'm borrowing some of your 
lotion!

END COLD OPEN

CUT TO:

EXT. MUSIC FESTIVAL ENTRANCE - DAY

We see the massive GOVERNOR'S BALL entrance sign, people 
taking selfies, buying drinks, and dancing.

ABBI and ILANA get in line to enter the festival.

ABBI
I cannot believe we're actually 
here!

ILANA
Yeah, only took us like, four 
years!

Another FESTIVAL GUEST (male, 20s) carrying a speaker runs in 
from the very front of the line, high-fiving people in line.

FESTIVAL GUEST
WOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!

ABBI pokes her head up above the line. The festival staff is 
looking through bags.

ABBI
Shoot, they're checking bags! We 
need to hide the weed.
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ILANA
No problem, miss thang. Hand me 
yours. This coochie's got room for 
your doobies.

ABBI
Ew, Ilana...

ILANA tugs the front of her SHORTS, but she stops when she 
sees a SECURITY PERSON (30s, male, buff) close to them, 
patrolling the line.

ILANA
(nods, sketchily)

Hello, kind sir.

The line keeps moving. They're now closer to the front of the 
line.

SECURITY PERSON
Can I have you ladies move up, 
please.

Now, they're very close to the security table.

ABBI
(whispering)

Okay, they're checking bags but 
they're not patting people down.

ILANA
I'll just put it in my back pocket.

ILANA puts the weed bag in her back short pocket, but it is 
far too conspicuous. 

ABBI
Oh my god, you can see it. Uh... I 
have an idea. Just play along.

ABBI takes her water bottle and splashes water on Ilana's 
behind. She dramatically ACTS OUT a scene:

ABBI (CONT'D)
Ilana, you silly girl! Have you 
been peeing your pants again?

ILANA
(playing along, baby 
voice)

Oh no, I wet my shorts AGAIN?! I 
knew I shouldn't have had all that 
watermelon!
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They're right at the security table.

ABBI
(dramatically acting)

Wow, Ilana! Looks like there's pee 
stains ALL over your shorts!

(to the security)
I apologize, she has really poor 
bladder control.

The security staff looks at them weirdly.

ABBI (CONT'D)
Here, let me give you my sweater so 
we can cover this stain.

ABBI wraps her hoodie around Ilana's waist. The security 
staff checks their fanny packs, then lets them in. ABBI and 
ILANA high-five.

ILANA
Abbi, you are a GENIUS!

ABBI
I have to say. That was some of my 
best work.

EXT. FESTIVAL GROUNDS - CONTINUOUS

A VODKA SALESWOMAN (female, 20s, sexy) walks up to them, 
holding a tray of VODKA SHOTS.

VODKA SALESWOMAN
Shots, ladies?

ILANA
Hell yeah!

ABBI
Of course!

They each pick up a shot.

VODKA SALESWOMAN
They're 9 dollars.

ILANA
Oh, you know what? I'm not sure if 
I-

ABBI
Yeah, I'm actually really allergic 
to vodka, so...
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They keep walking down the path toward the stages. They see a 
HIPPIE COUPLE on the side. The HIPPIE MAN is drumming to a 
PORTABLE SPEAKER PLAYING TRAP MUSIC, and the HIPPIE WOMAN is 
doing RHYTHMIC GYMNASTICS to it.

HIPPIE WOMAN
Come! Come dance!

They ignore her and continue. They see a YOUNG MAN's head 
peeking out from a BUSH. Then, a woman's head pops up, and 
she drags the man out of the bush, as he zips up his pants. 
As they keep walking:

ILANA
(to the couple)

Yes and YES! Bush play! That is 
what I'm TALKING about!

(to Abbi)
Alright so, what stage do we want 
to go to first?

ABBI
Why don't we just go with the flow. 
Wander around, see where we end up.

ILANA
Oooh! Free-spirited care-free 
granola-manola music-festival Abbi! 
I LOVE IT! Okay, I don't care what 
we do today, but at SOME point we 
have to check out the silent disco.

ABBI
What even is that?

ILANA
It's this crowded place people go 
to to dance but instead of live 
music, everyone wears their own 
headphones and listens to their own 
music.

ABBI
So it's a subway train.

ILANA
...Touché.

ABBI
(pointing ahead)

Wait, there's the stage!

ABBI starts to run ahead. She is wearing a crop top and ILANA 
notices her OPRAH TATTOO.
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ILANA
Wowza, the Oprah is OUT today, 
Abbi!

ABBI
I told you, I'm keeping her out for 
good luck. Remember those Oprah 
sweepstakes I entered a few months 
ago? They're notifying the winners 
this week.

ILANA
What did you say the prize was 
again?

ABBI
They select 15 people to fly them 
out to Atlanta for an OPRAH 
LIFECLASS, taught by Oprah herself.

ILANA
Shut. Up.

ABBI
And I would get to bring a guest. 
It would be pretty cool. I'm never 
gonna get it though. It's whatever. 
I-

ILANA
(pointing to stage)

Abbi it's starting! There's Chance 
the Rapper! LET'S GO!

They push through the crowd to get to the stage. People try 
to block them, but they're aggressive and they shove - then 
CRAWL - their way through.

EXT. STAGE - CONTINUOUS

Now at a decent spot in the audience, ILANA finishes rolling 
a joint, lights it, then passes it to ABBI. They're singing 
along to the music and having a great time. Then, ABBI 
notices her phone has been vibrating. She picks it up:

ABBI
Missed call...

The current song ends, and people cheer.

ILANA
Yeah, CHANCE!!!
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ILANA flashes her boobs. ABBI puts her phone up to her ear, 
covering the other ear with her hand.

ILANA (CONT'D)
WOOOOOOOOO!!!

ABBI
Ilana, can you shush for a second? 
I'm trying to listen to this 
voicemail.

A beat as ABBI listens.

ABBI (CONT'D)
Oh. My. GOD. Motherfucker!!!

ILANA
What? What is it? Did you forget to 
bring tampons or something?

ABBI
No, not tampons! You know I come 
prepared ever since that time on 
the plane! Someone just called and 
said that I'm one of the finalists 
for the Oprah sweepstakes. But they 
said I HAVE to call them back 
within the next hour to claim my 
spot.

ILANA
Dude, WHAT?! I'm too high for this 
Abbi! This CANNOT be real!

ABBI
Ilana, it's REAL. Okay, we have to 
go. I have to call them back right 
now to give them all my 
information. I need to get to a 
quieter area. Come on.

ABBI begins to pull ILANA out of the crowd. As they rush out:

ILANA
Abbi, I can't believe this! I mean, 
first it was the tattoo, then it 
was the signed Oprah book you won 
at that auction. Oh and remember 
the time you fucked that guy who 
said he was her nephew?! This is 
just like, a logical climax to all 
your accomplishments!
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ABBI
I know dude, I know. Okay, let me 
call these people.

EXT. FESTIVAL GROUNDS - CONTINUOUS

Slightly away from the stage, she dials:

ABBI
Damn it, my battery is low.

She holds the phone up to her ear. After a beat:

ABBI (CONT'D)
Hello? Hello? No no no no no no, my 
phone cannot be dead right now. I 
was on 23%!

ILANA
Well, just use mine!

ABBI
I can't! I don't have the callback 
number saved! FUCK! What the hell 
do I do? There's nowhere I can 
charge my phone!

ILANA
It's fine dude, it's fine! Hakuna 
matata hot mama! We're gonna find 
you somewhere to charge your phone, 
don't worry. Come on.

ABBI pulls out a map of the festival grounds.

ABBI
Okay, so here's where all the food 
trucks are. There has to be outlets 
by the food trucks. Now all I need 
is to find a charger. That 
shouldn't be that hard, right?

ILANA
Wait, you didn't bring your own 
charger? I was counting on you to 
bring your charger so I would have 
a charger!

ABBI
No, I didn't. I lost mine the other 
day and I've just been borrowing 
Melody's. Those things are like 28 
dollars! 
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ILANA looks at the map.

ILANA
Why don't we both head to the food 
trucks, and along the way we ask 
people if they have a charger we 
can borrow.

ABBI
Okay. Head towards power outlets, 
try and find charger along the way. 
Got it.

ILANA grabs ABBI's face and pulls her in.

ILANA
We are going to get you to Oprah, 
baby.

CUT TO:

EXT. FESTIVAL GROUNDS - MOMENTS LATER

ABBI and ILANA are in the same general area, on a path. They 
take turns approaching strangers.

INTERCUT between ABBI and ILANA:

ILANA approaches a BEAUTIFUL WOMAN (20s, wearing a Greek 
godess-esque white dress) who is standing alone, on her 
phone.

ILANA
Her body is as boundless as the 
sea, my love as deep, the more I 
give to thee!

BEAUTIFUL WOMAN
...Excuse me?

ILANA
Oh! So sorry. You're just... I love 
that dress. Um, anyway. My darling 
BFF, Abigail Abrams, is on a 
desperate quest to find a phone 
charger. The matter is rather 
timely. Would you... be able - my 
fair lady - to perhaps lend us a 
charging cable for just the next 
hour or so?
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BEAUTIFUL WOMAN
Sorry, no, I actually need to use 
mine.

ABBI approaches a FIT WOMAN (20s).

ABBI
It's actually because I won these 
sweepstakes and I need to call them 
back... And um, I'm pretty broke, 
so I don't really have any money to 
offer you. But I thought maybe I 
could like... get you some cheese 
fries or something?

FIT WOMAN
Cheese fries? I just started Paleo.

She walks off.

ILANA stands in front of a CATATONIC RAVE GUY (20s, spaced 
out) wearing a white tank top and NEON JEWELRY.

ILANA
So anyway, I need to borrow a phone 
charger for a little bit. I'll give 
it back to you, I swear.

He just MUMBLES INCOHERENTLY.

ILANA (CONT’D)
No! FOR. ABBI. Phone. Char-ger. FOR 
ABBI.

He stays silent, then suddenly, he PASSES OUT, falling face 
forward. A group of PARAMEDICS show up.

ABBI squats, facing a WASTED GIRL (20s) who is leaned up 
against a tree.

ABBI
I mean it is for Oprah, but 
whatever, that doesn't matter. I 
just need to borrow a phone 
charger.

WASTED GIRL
(heavily slurring)

Morgan? Is that you?

ABBI
What? No-
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WASTED GIRL
Oh my GOD it's Morgan! Morgan I 
love youuuuu.

ILANA sees a HOT GUY (20s, wearing tight BOOTY SHORTS) up 
ahead of her. She sees a PHONE CHARGER poking out of his back 
pocket.

ILANA
Heck. Yes!

From ILANA's point of view we see she isn't actually looking 
at the CHARGER, but admiring his ASS. Then, coming into the 
frame:

HOT GUY'S BOYFRIEND
Hey! What are you looking at!

(to HOT GUY)
Come on, let's go.

They start to bolt away.

ILANA
No, wait. Don't leave!

They're farther away. ILANA raises her fist:

ILANA (CONT'D)
Queer solidarity...

ABBI is standing in front of a group of DOUCHEY GUYS (20s, 
all muscular).

DOUCHEY GUY
Oh, you need a phone charger? 
That's nice. So what the hell do I 
get out of it?

ABBI
The irreplaceable satisfaction of 
generosity, I guess...

The DOUCHEY GUYS erupt into laughter.

ABBI (CONT’D (CONT’D)
(to herself)

Just do it for Oprah, Abbi. Do it 
for Oprah.

(to the guys)
You know what. I cannot believe I'm 
about to do this right now, but... 
If you give me your phone 
charger... I will... I will show 
you guys my butt right now.
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The DOUCHEY GUYS look at her blankly.

ABBI (CONT’D)
I know. I've got a pretty nice ass, 
okay.

A beat, then the DOUCHEY GUYS all become immature.

DOUCHEY GUY
Ewwwwww, you want to show us your 
butt?

DOUCHEY GUY #2
Ew! Gross!

DOUCHEY GUY #3
Get away from her! Such a weirdo!

They all leave.

ABBI
God, really?

ILANA gets back to ABBI.

ILANA
No luck.

ABBI
Me neither.

ILANA
Let's just keep going.

They look up, and a MASSIVE HERD of festival attendees are 
walking down the path in the EXACT OPPOSITE direction, almost 
trampling them.

CHANT LEADER
When I say Governor's, you say 
BALL! GOVERNOR'S!

FESTIVAL ATTENDEES
BALL!

CHANT LEADER
GOVERNOR'S!

FESTIVAL ATTENDEES
BALL!
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ABBI
Let's get out of this mess.

CUT TO:

EXT. FESTIVAL GROUNDS - MOMENTS LATER

They find a more clear area, surrounded by trees.

ABBI
Jesus, how hard is it to find a 
freakin' phone char-

They look up ahead. In the distance, they see a booth that 
says PHONE CHARGING STATION. Angelic music plays.

ILANA
GO!

EXT. PHONE CHARGING STATION - CONTINUOUS

The EMPLOYEE (20s, male) at the booth has a chiseled jawline, 
a lip piercing and a chic jet-black bowl cut.

ABBI
Oh, thank God. How much to charge a 
phone?

EMPLOYEE
It's free.

ILANA
Yes and YES! You did it, bitch! 
Oprah is so close, I can feel it!

They high-five. ABBI hands him her phone.

ABBI
Awesome. I just need like, 10 
minutes of charge.

EMPLOYEE holds ABBI's phone with two fingers and takes a 
judgmental look at it.

EMPLOYEE
Okay, so let's see here...

He pulls out an IPAD. It looks like he's using it to 
calculate something. It lasts an abnormally LONG TIME.
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EMPLOYEE (CONT'D)
So the total number of phones, 
divided by the 6 charging cords we 
have... Yeah, so you can come back 
and get your phone in... 18 hours.

ILANA
WHAT?!

ABBI
Is that a joke? The festival's 
going to be over by then!

EMPLOYEE
We only have 6 charging cables. 
Like a million people came up here 
before you guys to charge their 
phones. Look.

He pulls out a cardboard box of HUNDREDS OF ASSORTED CELL 
PHONES and plops it down in front of them.

EMPLOYEE (CONT'D)
They're first in line. I have to 
honor the system.

ABBI
Are you kidding me? How do you even 
know what order they're in?

EMPLOYEE
(sassy)

Maybe I don't.

ILANA grabs him by the shirt.

ILANA
Okay, whatever, weirdo! Just bend 
the rules for a hot sec and let my 
friend use the freaking charger! 
WE'RE TRYING TO GO SEE OPRAH!

EMPLOYEE
Jesus... Have it your way then.

He looks at ABBI's phone again.

EMPLOYEE (CONT'D)
Oh, you know what, no. This isn't 
going to work. We only have 
chargers for the latest iPhone. You 
know, the one that was released 
last week.
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(mouthing)
Sorry.

ABBI snatches her phone away from him.

CUT TO:

EXT. FESTIVAL GROUNDS - MOMENTS LATER

ILANA
It's fine dude, don't worry. Just 
stay positive. We're almost to the 
food trucks, we're bound to find a 
charger between here and there.

ABBI
(discouraged)

I hope.

EXT. VIP TENT - CONTINUOUS

As they walk they come across an enclosed glass structure 
(like a glass tent) with people in it. They stand outside, 
but can see through the glass: lots of fancy people milling 
about inside, a photographer, massage chairs, champagne, a 
buffet.

ABBI
BEVERS?!!?!

BEVERS waves to them from inside the glass. He points to a 
sign above him, which reads GOVERNOR'S BALL VIP SECTION.

ILANA
Dude, what the HELL is he doing in 
there?!

BEVERS speaks to them from behind the glass. His voice is a 
little muffled:

BEVERS
Hi Abbi! Hi Ilana! Are you guys 
having fun?

ABBI
Bevers, HOW did you get VIP 
tickets?!

BEVERS
I won three VIPs in the lottery 
this morning! 
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I gave my two spares to Melody's 
grandma and my nephew, Shevin.

We see a REALLY OLD LADY (80s or 90s) and SHEVIN (toddler) 
behind the glass.

BEVERS (CONT'D)
I would've given you two my two 
spares, but you guys ran out the 
door really quickly this morning!

ILANA
You have got to be KIDDING me!

ABBI
Okay. Whatever. It doesn't matter. 
Bevers, where is Melody? Is she 
with you?

BEVERS
Yep, she's over there on the dance 
floor!

We see nothing but MELODY'S ARM, waving to us, in the middle 
of a group of people dancing inside the glass.

ABBI
Listen to me. I need you to lend me 
a phone charger. It's really 
important. I just need to borrow 
one for a few minutes.

BEVERS
I didn't bring a phone charger... 
but they have chargers in here!

Inside the glass tent there is a glorious table with POWER 
OUTLETS and every kind of charger imaginable.

ILANA
Okay, yes, let's go in-

BEVERS
...But it's VIP members only. Sorry 
Ab-a-Dab. Anyway I have to get 
going-

ABBI
No, please. Just take my phone and 
charge it for me!
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BEVERS
My new best friend is waiting for 
me! We wanted to taste the 
crabcakes.

CHANCE THE RAPPER appears besides BEVERS, like they're best 
buds. They WAVE as they leave. ABBI and ILANA gasp.

BEVERS (CONT'D)
Later!

ABBI
Bevers no, come back!!

ABBI & ILANA
FUCK!

EXT. FESTIVAL GROUNDS - CONTINUOUS

ABBI
Ilana, this isn't looking good. 
They said call them back in under 
an hour, it's been at least 30 
minutes.

ABBI squats and puts her head in her hands.

ABBI (CONT'D)
Why is this happening? Why me? 
Why'd I buy such a cheap phone with 
such a crappy battery, so stupid-

ILANA
Abbi, you can't give up now! Oprah 
is waiting for you. We have to keep 
looking. You CANNOT betray Madame 
Winfrey! You are smart! You are 
resourceful! You have the ass of a 
movie star, the face of an angel, 
and the mind of a kwane! And I'd be 
DAMNED if any other god-forsaken 
mother-trucker takes your Oprah 
spot! Now let's get up, and get 
moving!

They stand up and keep going.

ABBI
You know what, you're totally 
right. I mean, I deserve this!
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ILANA
Wow, I am parched, my dude. I'm 
gonna go grab water. I'll meet you 
back here in 30 seconds.

ILANA leaves. A concert has just ended, and we see a MASSIVE 
MIGRATION of people from one stage to the other. Some of them 
BUMP into ABBI:

ABBI
Ow!

More and more people appear, turning into CHAOS. They all 
swarm around ABBI. She frantically searches for ILANA:

ABBI (CONT'D)
Ilana! Ilana where are you!

From ABBI's POV, her eyes snap to various locations around 
her, all showing STRANGERS and not ILANA.

ABBI (CONT'D)
Ilana!

CUT TO:

EXT. FESTIVAL GROUNDS - SAME

ILANA
I think this was where we were... 
Abbi? ABBI!

She looks around.

ILANA (CONT'D)
No... It couldn't have been 
there...

She starts walking, in the complete opposite direction from 
ABBI.

CUT TO:

EXT. FOREST - LATER

Things start to look more absurd, dark, and even DYSTOPIAN. 
ABBI is going insane. She is DIRTY, looks PARCHED, and runs 
around MANIACALLY. 
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ABBI
Ilana. Oprah. Ilana. Oprah. Phone 
charger. Death. No! Life first. Red 
rum. RED RUM! I NEED ILANAAAAAA!

We see the forest from ABBI's POV: it is filled with RAVERS 
who are doing CRAZY DRUGS: buckets of pills, potion-like 
substances, chopped up dry-erase markers to snort. As she 
progresses through the forest, the RAVERS appear to turn into 
ZOMBIES. They tug at her feet, hang from trees to scare her, 
and crawl around viciously.

ABBI (CONT’D)
AAAAH!

ABBI ducks out of the forest and onto a more clear path. She 
catches her breath.

CUT TO:

EXT. TREE TRUNK - SAME

ILANA's surroundings look equally as dystopian: lots of shade 
and not very many people. She is sobbing.

ILANA
Abbi! Abbi! A young darling with 
nothing but a dream... And I ruined 
it! I lost my Abbi...

She leans against a tree as she cries. Suddenly, a VICTORIAN 
COUPLE (man and woman, 30s) appears. They wear VICTORIAN ERA 
CLOTHING: the man in a top hat, monocle, and jacket, and the 
woman in a long dress, white gloves, and a lace umbrella.

VICTORIAN MAN
You seem upset.

ILANA is startled. VICTORIAN WOMAN lovingly strokes her face.

VICTORIAN WOMAN
It's alright, you needn't tell us.

ILANA is weirded out. She stands in front of the tree, 
frozen. Then, the COUPLE leans against the tree, too, looking 
into the distance. The MAN lights a pipe.

VICTORIAN MAN
Would you like a hit?

He passes it to ILANA. She hesitates first, then takes it. 
They pass it around for a while, not speaking.
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ILANA
I have to go find Abbi!

She sprints away. VICTORIAN MAN puts his arm around the 
WOMAN.

VICTORIAN MAN
I knew we would find her here.

CUT TO:

EXT. FESTIVAL GROUNDS - MOMENTS LATER

ILANA
Abbi! ABBIIIIIIII!!!!!!

ILANA stops in her tracks.

ILANA (CONT'D)
Oh. SHIT.

All of a sudden, the DRUGS she smoked moments earlier start 
to hit. From ILANA's POV, we see her surroundings zig-
zagging, flashy colors, a massive HOT DOG floating in space, 
and the music in the distance starts to sound warped. ILANA 
slaps herself.

ILANA (CONT’D)
I'm gonna find Abbi. I'm gonna find 
Abbi.

She keeps going. She feels the high even more.

ILANA (CONT'D)
Find Abbi. Find Abbi. Find-

She looks up. Angelic music. She sees a twinkling sign that 
reads SILENT DISCO! She is drawn in.

CUT TO:

EXT. FOOD TRUCKS - LATER

ABBI looks around frantically for power outlets, pushing and 
SHOVING people out of the way. Then, in the distance, behind 
a food stand, she sees a POWER OUTLET, a white cable, and a 
phone. She goes into primal mode, GROWLING and dashing 
through a line of people. In slow-motion she dramatically 
JUMPS over a person who is sitting. She gets to the table, 
unplugs the phone, and plugs hers in. The battery sign 
appears. The phone is not yet on.
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ABBI
Come on. Come on. Come on.

Finally, her phone turns on. It's slow, and she's frustrated. 
She goes to her MISSED CALLS, and calls back the number. It 
rings for a moment, then we hear that it goes to VOICEMAIL.

ABBI (CONT’D)
What?! No! How is that possible!

She looks back at her MISSED CALLS. First, we see: MISSED 
CALL, 3:05PM. Then, we see the current time on her phone: 
4:07PM. She is stunned. She starts to have SHORTNESS OF 
BREATH. Then, she faints.

CUT TO:

INT. SILENT DISCO - SAME

ILANA, still high, observes all the people dancing with 
headphones. We hear no music whatsoever, just the THUMPING 
SOUNDS of their feet. She panics, then screams:

ILANA
This. IS SO. WEIRD!!!!!!

Nobody turns to look at her, as they all have headphones on. 
She dashes out.

CUT TO:

EXT. FOOD TRUCKS - LATER

ILANA
Oh my god. The FOOD TRUCKS!

She looks around.

ILANA (CONT'D)
Abbi... Abbi!

She sees ABBI, seated, leaning against the back of a food 
truck.

ILANA (CONT’D)
Abbi, I'm so sorry, I didn't mean 
to leave you! There were all these 
people, then I went the wrong way, 
then there was this man in a top 
hat, it was so crazy-
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ABBI
Ilana, I failed...

ILANA
What? What do you mean you failed?

ABBI
I missed the time to call back to 
see Oprah. No all-expense-paid trip 
to Atlanta. No queen bed in the 
Mariott. No lifeclass. No meeting 
Oprah...

She leans onto ILANA's shoulder.

ILANA
Abbi, no! This is not the end! 
There will be other times to meet 
Queen Winfrey, I promise-

Suddenly, the VICTORIAN COUPLE reappears.

VICTORIAN MAN
You seem upset.

ILANA
Jesus, you two again!

ABBI
What, you know them?

ILANA
Not exactly...

VICTORIAN MAN
Would you like a hit?

He hands her his pipe.

ABBI
Uh... I mean, why not, right?

ILANA
Be careful Ab. It's really strong.

ABBI looks at her quizzically. She takes a hit. Then ILANA 
does.

VICTORIAN WOMAN
You look parched, darling. How 
would you like some tea?

ABBI
Um. I mean, yeah...
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VICTORIAN MAN
To the old stomping ground!

The COUPLE gets up. ABBI and ILANA start to follow.

EXT. FESTIVAL GROUNDS - CONTINUOUS

ABBI
Ilana, who are these people?

ILANA
I mean, they seem kind of nice.

ABBI
Okay, well we can't go far. We 
don't know where they're taking us.

They land in front of leafy trees. The VICTORIAN MAN pulls 
apart the leaves so they can walk through.

EXT. FOREST - CONTINUOUS

ABBI
Ilana...

ABBI stops. We see from her POV that she is dizzy, and that 
the foliage around her is twinkling.

ABBI (CONT’D)
Whoa.

They keep walking, then find a clearing of sorts where there 
is a massive VICTORIAN HOUSE.

VICTORIAN MAN
Shall we?

INT. VICTORIAN HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

He leads them into the house. It is filled with people: 
butlers, maids, people reading, playing classical 
instruments, and dancing the waltz.

At this point, ABBI and ILANA are TRIPPING. They wander 
around the house, astonished. A BUTLER nods at them. The 
VODKA SALESWOMAN from earlier is now beautifully coiffed, 
wearing Victorian attire, SERVING TEA to guests. The 
BEAUTIFUL WOMAN in the white dress is seated on a window 
sill, singing flawlessly. The RAVERS from the forest are in a 
LIBRARY room, wearing TAILCOATS and reading. 
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The EMPLOYEE from the phone charging booth is dialing an old-
fashioned phone.

ILANA
Where. Are we.

Everyone else is talking to one another. They get weirded 
out. They venture up the stairs. They hear muffled voices 
coming from inside of a ROOM. They stand outside of it for a 
second, then go in.

INT. VICTORIAN BEDROOM - CONTINUOUS

They push open the door. The room is virtually empty except 
for one large, MAJESTIC CHAIR at the end of the room, with a 
narrow red carpet leading up to it. Sitting in the chair is 
OPRAH, surrounded by a halo. She has a BUTLER to her right, a 
BEAUTICIAN doing her nails on the left, and someone WASHING 
HER FEET. A handful of other men in suits mill about the 
room, at her disposal.

OPRAH
...And then she asked me what kind 
of Paisley I wanted for the 
curtains. And I said darling, you 
need to get your patterns straight 
because Paisley is a thing of the 
past!

She laughs out loud. Then she notices ABBI and ILANA.

ABBI & ILANA
No. Way.

OPRAH
Oh, my children! Please. Come in!

(to the BUTLER)
Arnold, get them chairs, please.

The BUTLER slides chairs under ABBI and ILANA.

ABBI
Ms Winfrey... this is...

OPRAH
Please! Call me Oprah.

ABBI reaches out her hand.

ABBI
Abigail Abrams. It is both an honor 
and a privilege.
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ILANA
Ilana Wexler. Pleasure doing 
business with you, Madame.

ABBI
Oprah, we have gone through hell 
and high water to get a chance to 
meet you.

ILANA
There is no one else in the whole 
wide world who idolizes you more 
than this bitch.

ABBI
I have your books, I have your 
videos, your inspirational posters, 
all of it! I mean, you got me 
through everything! Sometimes I 
think about how like, every moment 
is an Aha Moment, you know?

OPRAH
You are correct. It is spirit 
recognizing spirit. Aha Moments are 
about resonating with what is 
buried or suppressed, Abbi.

ABBI can't take it.

ILANA
So... pure...

They just stare at her for a beat.

ILANA (CONT'D)
You know, I took Abbi to get her 
first tattoo. She has your face 
tattooed on her back, look!

ABBI turns around to show the tattoo.

OPRAH
Well, you don't say!

ILANA
Hey Oprah. You get a car! You get a 
car!

ABBI
You get a car! You get a car!

ABBI, ILANA, OPRAH
EVERYONE GETS A CAR!
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They all crack up.

OPRAH
Well, ladies, it was a delight to 
meet you! I'm going to go join the 
party. I'll be downstairs! Help 
yourselves to the buffet.

She claps twice.

OPRAH (CONT'D)
Arnold! Slippers please.

The BUTLER slips slippers on her feet. Then she leaves. ABBI 
and ILANA loud-whisper:

ABBI
Ilana, what the hell just 
happened?!

ILANA
Where are we?!

ABBI
I don't know! Are we dreaming?! Was 
that Oprah? Tell me that was Oprah!

ILANA
She had a freakin' BUTLER, dude!

They laugh.

ILANA (CONT'D)
Hey, we still have that weed left 
from earlier. Wanna step outside?

ABBI
I'm not sure, dude. I'm still 
pretty high from whatever that guy 
gave us.

ILANA stares at ABBI.

ABBI (CONT'D)
Okay, fine!

CUT TO:

EXT. FOREST - MINUTES LATER

ABBI and ILANA are smoking a joint in the forest, away from 
the house.
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ABBI
(laughing)

And what about that royal chair she 
was sitting in?! I mean the way she 
had that dude scrubbing her feet 
was unreal.

ILANA
Abbi, she LOVED you. She loved US! 
"EVERYBODY GETS A CAR!!!!"

They laugh hysterically.

ILANA (CONT'D)
Wanna go back in?

ABBI
Let's do it.

They wade around the forest, pushing through trees, to get 
back to the house. After a while:

ABBI (CONT'D)
Ilana, where is it? Do you see it?

ILANA
No, did we go the wrong way?

ABBI
No, this is the exact way we came 
from.

Finally, they stumble onto the same CLEARING, where the house 
was before. Except this time, there is NO HOUSE. ABBI and 
ILANA turn to each other, MOUTHS AGAPE.

CUT TO:

INT. ABBI'S APARTMENT - LATER THAT NIGHT

ABBI opens her apartment door. She is video chatting with 
ILANA on her phone.

ABBI
Ilana, so much happened to us 
today. I still can't wrap my head 
around it.

ILANA
Today was insane, dude! Only one 
person in this world I woulda done 
it with: YOUR GORGEOUS ASS!
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ABBI
Same, same. Okay Ilana, I gotta go. 
I'll talk to you soon.

ILANA
Salute, baby!

She hangs up. ABBI sees BEVERS on the couch, watching TV and 
eating hors-d'oeuvres. ABBI rolls her eyes.

BEVERS
Oh, Abbi! Here's some leftover 
cheese and crackers from the buffet 
in the VIP tent today. If you want 
any!

ABBI
No thanks, Bevers. You know, it 
would have been nice to have you 
offer to help us earlier today when 
we needed it. All I needed today 
was a freaking phone charger to 
call Oprah's team back so I could 
claim my spot for her Lifeclass 
Sweepstakes. 'Cause I won. Yeah. I 
won. All I needed was to charge my 
phone.

BEVERS
Well Abbi, if it makes you feel any 
better, you didn't exactly win in 
the first place!

ABBI
What are you talking about.

BEVERS
Well, you got a letter this morning 
that said "Oprah Sweepstakes" on 
it, which sounded exciting, so I 
opened it to see what was in-

ABBI
YOU OPENED MY MAIL?!

BEVERS
I mean, it sounded like maybe it 
was important! I read the letter 
and it said you didn't win the 
sweepstakes. 
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I knew you'd feel really bad about 
it, so I thought if I fake-called 
you to make it seem like you won 
the sweepstakes, it would make you 
happy, at least for a little while!

ABBI
BEV-ERS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

END SHOW
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